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ABSTRACT

Mobile intemetworking revolves around the premise that a
mobile host (MH) will frequently attach to and detach from the In-
temet, thus changing its addressfrequently. Location management
in mobile intemetworking refers to the process of keeping track of
the current addresses of MHs in the Intemet. Protocols proposedfor
mobile intemetworking rely on a combination of searchesand up-
dates for location management. Adrawback of these protocols is
that they arenot uniformly efficient over all possible call-to-mobil-
ity ratios (i.e., the relative frequency of searchesascompared to up-
dates). Unimportant issue, therefore, ishowthe overall costs of
location management can be reduced, regardless of the call-to-mo-
bility ratio. The aim of this work is to explore a new and practical
scheme for location management, with emphasis on network cost
reduction.

We makethe keyobservation thatwhile thepotential setof
sources forthe MHmaybelmge, tiesetofsources thatagiven MH
communicates most frequently with is very small. Based on this, we
develop the concept of a working set o~hosts for the MH (similar to
the working set concept in operating systems). An adaptive scheme
of location management is proposed, that enables an MH to dynam-
ically determine its working set, and trade-off routing and update
costs in order to reduce the total cost. Comparative analysis of the
proposed scheme, using simulation, shows its efficiency over a
wide range of call-to-mobility ratios.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Basic Concepts of Mobile Internetworking Protocols (1P)

Mobile intemetworking revolves around the premise that a
mobile host will frequently attach to and detach from the Intemet,
thus changing its address frequently. Mobile intemetworking pro-
tocols that have been proposed rely on a combination of search and
update strategies to locate an MH in the Intemet. Under these pro-
tocols, each MH is assigned a permanent Intemet address, called
the home address, which is based on it’s home network ID. As long
as the MH resides at its home address, packets are routed to it as if
it were a fixed host. When the MH moves to a new network - for-

eign network, it detects a change in location by receiving one of the
periodic beacon messages sent by a local router, called the foreign
agent (FA), that indicates the current network ID. When the MH

makes its presence known to the router, it is assigned a temporary
local address, called the foreign address. The MH then updates a
designated router in its home network, called the home agent (HA),

of its current point of attachment in the network. The HA always
has correct and up-to-date information about the mobile host.
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Now, when a remote source sends a packet to the mobile at
its home address, an attempt is made to deliver the packet to the MH
at that address. If the MH is not present in its home network, the
home agent receives the packet and forwards it on to the current lo-
cation of the MH. This process is called triangle routing. There are
two forms of triangle routing, basic and enhanced. In basic triangle
routing, proposed in [12], all packets from the source to the MH,
travel the indirect path through the HA. Since much of the Intemet
traffic is connection-oriented (using TCP), an enhancement over
the basic triangle routing scheme can be proposed ([5]). With en-
hanced triangle routing, the connection set up procedure relies on a
three-way handshake and during this procedure the current address
of the MH is conveyed to the source. Therefore, only the initial few
connection set-up packets from the source take the sub-optimal
path through the HA. Once the connection is established, the data
packets may flow directly to the current location of the MH.

We can formally define a quantity called the call-to-mobil-

ity ratio, proposed in [9], that indicates the rate at which a source
sets up connections to an MH relative to the rate at which the MH
changes its location. To be precise, we define the call-to-mobility
ratio, with respect to a given source, as the number of connection
requests generated per unit time by the source, divided by the num-
ber of times the location of the MH changes per unit time.

The disadvantage of the basic triangle routing procedure is
that much overhead is incurred by redundant searches when a
source sets up connections at a faster rate relative to the mobility of
the MH. Under the basic triangle routing scheme, the overheads
due to redundant searches increase as the crdl-to-mobility ratio in-
creases. On the other hand, when the call-to-mobility ratio is low
(i.e., relatively high mobility), triangle routing is very efficient,
since it incurs the minimal update overhead and there are not many
redundant searches.

Compared to the basic triangle routing scheme, an im-

proved strategy can be proposed for high call-to-mobility ratios,

where the mobile actively informs remote sources of its current ad-
dress, whenever it moves. This approach, which we call the static

update scheme, however, has problems associated with it. First, the
MH maybe communicating with a large number of sources, there-
by giving rise to a large update set. Second, it is not possible to cor-
rectly determine the static set of sources, aprion. Third, at low call-
to-mobitity ratios, the update overbeads may increase more than the

correspondhtg gains in the search overhead. Therefore, this is a hy-

pothetical scheme. However, the performance of the static update

scheme at high call-to-mobility ratios serves as a benchmark to
compare the performance of the various location management
schemes against.

1.2 Outline

Proposed mobile intemetworking protocols, while dealing
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with the mechanisms for search and update, have not considered an

important issue in mobile intemetworking: how the overall costs

(routing and update) of location management can be reduced, re-

gardless of the call-to-mobility ratio. Our approach is to first recog-

nize that the location management schemes at the two ends of the
spectrum, the basic triangle routing scheme and the static update

scheme, incur reduced overheads when the call-to-mobility ratio is
low and high, respectively. Next, we make the key observation that
while the potential set of sources that can communicate with a mo-

bile host may be large, the set of sources that actually communicate
most frequently with a given MH is quite small. The basis of this
work is the empirically established locality properties of the Inter-

net traffic [6]. We not only present some evidence of these proper-

ties, but also a way to exploit these properties effectively to reduce
the costs incurred in location management. To this end, we develop

the concept of a working set of hosts for an MH, that is conceptually
similar to the working set model proposed by [7]. This observation

facilitates the design of an udaptive scheme for location manage-

ment that emulates the basic triangle routing scheme when the cant-

o-mobility ratio is low and the static update scheme when the ratio
is high. It will be shown that our scheme performs well regardless

of the call-to-mobility ratio.

Section 2 of tbe paper explores existing research in the area

of mobile intemetworking. The motivation for our research is given
in section 3 along with a description of the working set concept and
its correspondence with Intemet user behavior. The details of the

proposed adaptive algorithm is given in the following section. De-

scriptions of the simulation environment, traffic and mobility mod-

els used and performance metrics are given in section 5, followed

by analysis of the research results and comparison of performance

of the proposed algorithm with basic and enhanced triangle routing

schemes in section 6. Some implementation issues related to the

proposed adaptive algorithm will be discussed in section 7. Finally,
section 8 gives conclusions and ideas for future work.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

Several protocols have been proposed in the mobile inter-
networking community. These protocols are meant to work within

the existing TCP/IP protocol framework to route packets to MH’s in

the Intemet. As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the MH is ca-

pable of attaching to the Intemet through radio-equipped base sta-

tions called Foreign Agents or FA’s. The MH is assigned a constant
1P address (that does not change with location) called it’s home ad-

dress, by its home agent (HA) and a temporary foreign address by
its FA.

The IETF Mobile 1P proposal [15] is similar to the Colum-
bia proposal ([1 1]), in the sense that both embrace the sub-optimal

basic triangle routing method of routing packets to MHs located
away from their home networks. The Mobile 1P proposal from Har-

vard University [5] proposes implementation of a secure short-cut
routing method, or enhanced triangle routing, whereby location in-

formation is distributed to enhanced sources by the HA. Except for

the first few packets, all packets between an MH and enhanced
source avoid the sub-optimal triangular route via the HA. This
scheme is a definite improvement over the IETF proposal. Howev-

er, in [5], location information is propagated to the sources only as
long as an active connection is maintained between the source and
the MH. We will show in our work that overheads in location man-
agement can be further reduced if sources frequently communicat-
ing with an MH are supplied the location information and allowed

to keep this information beyond the time frame of an active connec-
tion. A separate set of extensions to the basic IETF Mobile 1P
scheme has been proposed in [12]. Mobile location caches, main-

tained at the correspondent hosts or FAs, store the mobility bind-

ings for the MHs. This cache can be updated either by the home

agent or by other FAs that have a more recent binding. [12] also ex-

tends the registration protocol in [15], in order to ensure that previ-

ous FAs can update their cache with the new foreign address after
the MH has moved to a new location. Our approach differs from [5]

and [12] in that information will not be arbitrarily given to all sourc-
es that communicate with the MH.

Another approach to the problem is the concept of a prop-

agating cache introduced in the Sonys ystem ([17]). However, the
implicit assumption in this proposal is that all routers deployed in

the network are enhanced routers. This requirement makes the Sony
proposal only a long-term solution for wide-area mobility. The

IBM proposal [16] is similar to all the other proposals in that the

MH registers and it informs its HA about changes in its location.
However, it proposes incorporating the Loose Source Routing

(LSR) option in the 1P header, in packets sent out by the MH. Al-

though the mechanics of the scheme ensure that optimal routing can
be achieved using existing 1P protocol features, the lack of correct
loose source routing implementations makes this scheme difficult

to implement ([13]).

In summary, some mobile intemetworking proposals have

attempted to address search cost reduction using feedback from the
MH to sources with active connections ([5]) and cacheing location
information at the FAs [12], but there has not been an effort to sys-
tematically reduce the network costs of both updating and searchi-

ng. Also, there has been no attempt to reduce search costs across

multiple connections. A theoretical approach to reducing the costs

of tracking a mobile in a distributed network, has been proposed in

[3]. Distributed data structure is constructed and this hierarchy of

structures contains pointers to the location of the mobile. The costs

are reduced by varying the granularity of location information at

each level in the hierarchy. Some pertinent work bas been done in
the cellular environment in the area of hierarchical location man-

agement ([2], [8], [14], [18], [19]). The concept of hierarchical up-
dating in tbe intemetworking environment has also been proposed
in [4]. However, hierarchical approach alone is not a solution to the
problem. It is understood that with this approach, update and track-

ing messages are localized in the network. Search costs are also

minimized for terminals that are located close to each other. How-

ever, assuming that a mobile terminal frequently communicates

with a fixed terminal, and they are located at opposite ends of tbe

hierarchy, the hierarchical approach in cellular networks, does not

result in much savings.

None of the strategies, both in cellular and in mobile 11’,

have explored the existence of a working set of sources for a mobile
user. Our work will show that not only does such a set exist for a
mobile user but also that location management costs in the fixed

network can be effectively reduced by propagating location infor-
mation to selected sources in the network.

3. MOTIVATION

3.1 The Working Set Model for Mobile Hosts

The working set model, proposed in [7], defines a working

set of pages associated with a process as the collection of its most
recently used pages in the main memory. The purpose of the worlc-
ing set model is to help the operating system make a decision about
what pages in the main memory are in use on the basis of page ref-

erence patterns and thus determine memory demand. The working
set concept proposed for computer operating systems can be ap-
plied to mobile computing.
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It has been observed in studies of TCPAP wide-area inter-
network traffic that there exists a strong sense of locality in the way
hosts and networks are accessed over the Intemet. [6] presents con-

versation level analysis of wide-area TCP traces collected in the
University of Southern California, University of California, Berke-

ley and Bellcore. One of the observations in the study of wide-area

network locality was that 50~o of the telnet conversations in UCB

are directed to just 10 sites. It shows that locality of reference exists

between host pairs or network pairs in wide-area intemetworks.
Traffic locality in local area networks has also been similarly ob-

served [1]. Although, these observations have been made at the net-

work level, from experience we can observe such locality of
reference at the user level too.

3.2 E-mail Traffic Experiment

In order to highlight the point that hosts or networks tend
to correspond more with certain hosts or networks than with others,
we conducted our own study of email traffic received by users.
Email connections received by 4 different users over a long time pe-

riod was studied. We present results for two users, plotted as pie

graphs (Graphs 3.1, 3.2).
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Graph 3.1: Connections over a 10 day period
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Graph 3.2: Connections over a 9 day period

5 sources (as defined in section 1) that contribute the most

to the traffic to a user were considered for plotting graphs. Each
source is represented by a wedge in the graph. In Graph 3.1, user 1
received 487 email messages over a 10 day period from 27 unique

sources. Of the total number of messages received, 30% were re-

ceived from just source 1 and 77% were received from sources 1,2

and 3, combined. In Graph 3.2, user 2 received fewer messages than

user 1, but it can still be seen that of the 63 messages received, 60%
(or 38 messages) were from a single source, source 1. It is under-
stood from the results that even though user behavior is influenced

by user environment, locality in the hosts that send email messages
to a user, can be observed.

3.3 Motivation

Although limited in scope, the above experiment shows

that even if the potential set of sources that could communicate with

a user is large, the set of sources that actually do correspond on a
frequent basis is small. This set of sources is also relatively station-
ary, i.e., any change to this set will come very slowly and only after

a period of time. This property of locality in the hosts and networks
a user communicates with, is not exclusive to electronic mail but

can be observed in other Intemet related activities (as discussed in
[6]) and it is closely related to the environment of the user.

We define the working set of a user to be the set of sources
the user communicates most frequently with. Such a set would exist

regardless of the mobility of the user, since it is merely a reflection

of the user’s activities (professional or personal). The working set
of hosts might change with time, but the locality property underly-

ing the communication behavior would not. In other words, a user
might stop communicating with certain sources and start communi-

cating with others (for example, a user graduates from school and

takes up a job in a remote location). Our work is that this locality
property in communication should and can be exploited to reduce

costs of location management for mobile users. For example, the

cost of locating user 1 (Graph 3.1), could be reduced if its location
information is provided to sources that correspond with it frequent-
ly, namely sources 1, 2 and 3. Our approach to reducing location

management costs, therefore, is to trade off routing and update

costs in such a manner that those sources which benefit from loca-

tion updates are indeed kept informed and those that originate con-

nections to the MH relatively rarely are allowed to search. This
adaptive approach is neither like the “always search” approach typ-

ified by triangle routing, nor like the “always update” approach of
the static update scheme. But it is shown in section 6, that the adap-

tive scheme emulates the best of these two, depending on the cant-

o-mobility ratio.

4. DESCRIPTION OF ADAPTIVE LOCATION MANAGE-
MENT SCHEME

The purpose of this section is to describe the derivation of

the adaptive scheme and to set the basis for discussing its perfor-
mance in section 6.

4.1 The Adaptive Location Management Scheme

The issues facing the adaptive scheme are, how to deter-

mine the current working set of the MH and how to determine
which sources in the working set must be updated as the MH
moves. The adaptive scheme uses a simple on-line algorithm that
resolves both these issues together. Briefly, for each source that

communicates with the MH, the adaptive scheme evaluates wheth-
er overall costs could be reduced by allowing the source to do a

search, each time it sets up a connection to the MH, or by updating
the source each time the MH moves. This evaluation is done by
computing the following quantities for each source,s, that actively

communicates with the MH:

● .& The estimated frequency with which connection set-up re-

quests are received from the sources.
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As : The additional routing cost incurred by s, in setting up a

connection to the MH. This cost is defined as:

cost(s, HA) + cost(HA, MH) - cost(s, MH) ......... Eq. 4,1

where these terms denote the network cost of sending a message
from the source to the HA, the cost of sending the message
from the HA to the MH and tbe cost of sending the message

directly from the source to the MH, respectively. In other
words, the cost measure is the additional overhead incurred

when the source does not know the current location of the mo-

bile. The individual cost values may be statically provisioned

by the network administrators, based on distance.

fupdate: The estimated frequency with which the MH changes

its location, and

us: The cost incurred in both announcing the location of the MH

to the sources, and also invalidating the location information
at the source. Invalidation means that the information at the

source is made obsolete and all future connection requests
from the source directed to the MH have to be routed through
the HA.

Having determined these parameters, the adaptive scheme

evaluates in an on-line manner whether the following simple ine-

quality holds for the source,s:

f~ * As > fupdate * US .. .. .. Eq. 4.2

The left and right hand sides of the inequality denote the routing

cost and the update cost components, respectively. The above pa-
rameters are updated and the inequality is evaluated at the MH each

time the source sets up a connection or when the MH moves. The

basic idea is to reduce the total network costs, by updating or inval-
idating the location information at each source, based on the esti-
mated cost over the long run of the routing costs versus the cost of

updates. The total network cost for all sources is minimized by re-
ducing the total cost on a per source basis.

The adaptive scheme has the potential to be efficient over

a wide range of call-to-mobility ratios. For instance, when the ratio

is low (i.e., mobility is high compared to connection set-up rates),

the estimated update cost (the RHS of I@ 4.2) tends to be high and

sources (other than the HA) are typically not given the location in-
formation. Thus, the scheme behaves like the basic triangle routing
scheme at low call-to-mobility ratios. On the other hand, when the
call-to-mobility ratio is high, the estimated routing costs (the LHS
of Eq. 4.2) tend to be high and sources that communicate most fre-

quently with the MH are put in the update set. Thus, at high call-to-
mobility ratios, the scheme behaves like the static update scheme.

Indeed, the simulation results presented in section 6 verify this be-

havior. A simple theoretical analysis of the adaptive location matt-
agement scheme, presented in [20], further underlines the

effectiveness of this scheme.

4.2 Cost Measure

As mentioned previously, the cost of the links between
the network nodes can be based on the distance between the nodes.
This is a reasonable assumption since distance is a good indicator

of the transmission costs and router processing and hence the net-
work cost. When more than one source needs to be updated by the

MH, the update cost,f~pdate,canbe minimized if update messages

are forwarded along the branches of a minimum spanning tree root-
ed at the current location of the MH. All sources that need to be up-
dated are the nodes in the tree. The cost of updating a source will
then be the cost of sending the update message to the source from

its parent in the tree. From previous discussion we know that the
working set of sources for a user is small and relatively static. Since

the working set of sources form the nodes of the minimum spanning

tree, the cost of computing the minimum spanning tree is not very

high. Implementation of the adaptive algorithm at the MH requires

the mobile terminal to do frequency estimation and computation of
the inequality, Eq. 4.2, for each source, indicating that the adaptive

algorithm is not computation intensive.

Besides the minimum spanning tree-based measure of
cost, it is also possible to propose a hop count-based cost measure.

In the intemet, it is desirable to minimize the overall number of
hops traversed by packets to mobile hosts, since this minimizes the

cost of router processing and link bandwidth consumed. llterefo,re

to minimize resource consumption, the cost measures, A,q and us,

may be computed based on hop count. The number of hop; to a giv-

en node can be determined using the 1P time-to-live (’ITL) field.
When the MH receives the packet, it can determine the number of
hops to the source. In other words, cost(s, HA) + cost(HA, MH) is
known when a packet is routed to the MH through the HA and
cost(s, MH) is known when packet is routed directly to the MI-I.
Therefore the update cost, cost(MH, s), is known. From Eq. 4.2, for
two sources with same f~, Us being equal and for a given fupdate,
the source with a higher hop count through the triangle route will be

updated.

The problem with using hop count detection to determine

costs is that it may not be possible for the MH to construct the min-

imum spanning tree to send the update and invalidate messages.
This is because spanning tree construction requires knowledge of

the cost between every pair of sources in the update set. In the ab-
sence of the spanning tree, the MH must send updates or invalidates
separately to each source. While adding to the update cost, hop

count based cost measure may be the most easy measure to derive
and use. However, we will see that the correctness of the adaptive

algorithm is not affected by the cost measure used. Cost measure

based on the distance between nodes has been assumed in our sim-
ulations. We use the minimum spanning tree method for computing

the update costs.

4.3 Implementation of the Adaptive Scheme

The adaptive scheme is implemented at the MH, in coop-

eration with the sources and the HA. The frequency measures, f$

md ~uPdate, are determined using a simple averaging procedure.

The basic idea is to determine if it is more efficient to supply thle

source with the location information or to allow the source to route
the connection request using triangle routing. For computing tine

average arrival rate, the last n connection requests that arrived at the
MH from sources are observed. Similarly, the last n moves made

by the MH are used to compute the average update rate. f$ is com-

puted by dividing the number of connection requests received by
the time bet ween the last and the first comection rtXVteSt. fupdat,?,

is similarly computed.

The algorithm for adaptive location management scheme
has two parts, as explained below.

● MH actions afier a connection request is received from a source,
s:
If the sources is already a member of the update set, i.e. it has
location information of the MH, the only action that needs to
be taken at the MH is to record the time at which this connec-
tion request arrived in the search queue for the sources. This
will be used to compute fr On the other hand, ifs is currently

not a part of the update set, the MH needs to make a decision
about whether or not to include the source in its update set, by
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evaluating Eq. 4.2. The parameters of the inequality, ~~and an

estimated value of~update, are computed using the frequency

estimation procedure explained earlier. As is computed us-

ing Eq. 4.1. To determine, Us, the MH constructs a temporary

spanning tree, which includess and all the current update set

members. This gives an estimate of the update cost that will be

incurred ifs is included in the update set. If the inequality
holds, s is included in the update set ,and location information

is supplied over the already established connection.

● MH action when it changes location.”
When the MH changes its location in the network, it evaluates

~update, ~d mo~fies the update queue. The MH must deter-

mine if the sources currently in the update set should continue

to be updated from the new location. It also determines if there

are other sources currently not in the update set, but which

may have qualified to be put in the update set since the last

move. It thus reevaluates the inequality, Eq. 4.2, for each

source in its working set. If the inequality holds, the source
will be included in the update set. Otherwise, the location in-

formation at the source must be invalidated. Invalidation forc-

es the information at the source to be made obsolete, causing
the source to go through the home agent for future connection
set-ups. Once the new update set has been determined, a tem-
porary minimum spanning tree is computed by the MH. This

tree is rooted at the new MH location, and it includes the

sources in the previous tree plus new sources added since the
last move. Update and invalidate messages to the sources are

sent along this tree. Sources that are invalidated will then be

removed from the update set.

It can be seen that the adaptive scheme dynamically esti-

mates future behavior of the system in terms of call rate and mobil-
ity rate with the help of past searches and updates. Although the
precise estimation of the frequencies will require long term sam-
ples, it is shown later that good results can be obtained even with

this simple short-term averaging scheme.

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

The simulations implement triangle routing, static update

and the adaptive location management schemes described earlier,

along with different mobility models. The simulation program was
written using CSIM, a process-oriented simulation package.

5.1 The Network Model

The aim of the simulations is to determine the routing and

update overheads incurred by various schemes in a wide area inter-
net. For the purposes of simulation, a 68 node national backbone

network is considered. The network is represented as an undkected
graph. The nodes are assumed to be geographically distributed and
the cost of each link is proportional to the distance between the
nodes it comects. On the average, each node in this network is con-
nected to approximately five other nodes. A given pair of nodes are
directly connected by at most one link. Tbe cost of sending a mes-

sage between any pair of nodes in the network is taken to be cost of
the shortest path between the nodes, as computed using Djikstra’s
algorithm. The network nodes can be visualized as the epicenter of
several small administrative domains (AD) or a single large AD.
Thus, each node consists of several smaller networks and represents
a large area of movement for an MH.

All the results obtained were for one MH in the network.

Connection requests were generated by fixed sources only, whose
location is indicated by a node in the network.

5.2 The Source Model

The source model encodes the locality properties de-

scribed in section 3. Accordingly, we consider three sets of sources.

The first set, called the main set, consists of sources that communi-

cate most frequently with the MH. Sources in this set are assumed

to contribute the most traffic to the MH and this set is assumed to
be static. The home agent is part of tbe main set for the MH. The
second set, called the transient set of sources, consists of sources
that communicate with the MH but not on a very frequent basis.
This set is assumed to be of a transient nature, since sources may be

removed from this set or new sources maybe added. The main set

and the transient set are, of course, disjoint. Finally, the third set

consists of sources that communicate with the MH on a “one-time

basis”, i.e. these sources may or may not continue to communicate

with the MH after the first time. We call this set of sources as the

external set. If these sources continue to contact the MH, they may

become part of the transient set of sources. This set tries to capture

the stray connection requests (such as one-time email messages) an
Internet user may receive.

Under the adaptive scheme, regardless of which set a

source belongs to, it maybe put in the set of nodes the MH updates,
depending on the frequency with which the source generates con-

nections and the location of the MH in the network with respect to

the source. The probability of a call being generated by a source is
pre-determined by probabilities assigned to each set of sources.

5.3 Non-hierarchical and Hierarchical Update Strategies

Each of the 68 network nodes, called big nodes, can be

thought of as a single AD, or a part of a large AD. Each big node
controls many sub-nodes spread across a sizable geographic area.
The MH can move across sub-nodes (i.e., within a big node) or

move between big nodes. Once the current big node location of the
MH has been selected, the amount of time the MH stays within any

sub node is given by a negative exponential distribution with mean
meansmallstay. Similarly, the amount of time the MH stays within

a big node is given by a negative exponential dktribution with mean

meanbigstay. The parameter meanbigstay is always greater than

meansmallstay.

The notion of a location hierarchy in the network is intro-

duced to show that location update costs for the MH can be reduced
with hierarchy. A two-level geographic hierarchy is implemented.

The location hierarchy corresponds to a system in which there are
regional location servers that track MHs within their region. We

can think of each big node as such a region and it is assumed to be
the top level of the hierarchy.. In our simulations we study the per-
formance of location management schemes both with and without
regional servers. When there are no regional servers, the MH must

update its HA and other sources (in case of static update and adap-

tive schemes), even for moves within a region. This scheme is the
non-hierarchical approach to location updating. In a hierarchical lo-

cation updating scheme, the home agent of an MH keeps track of
only the region the MH is in, and not the specific location (i.e., sub
node) within the region. Thus, in this approach, when the MH
moves within a region, it updates only the regional server. When it
moves into another region, it updates both the new regional server
and the home agent. For simplicity, in this approach, the cost of up-

dating the regional server is assumed to be negligible and only the

cost of updating the HA is kept track of.
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While protocols for implementation of hierarchical up-

dates have heen proposed in research papers [4], the implementa-
tion of them is far into the future. The current mobile

intemetworking protocols (based on triangle routing) under consid-

eration for standardization do not have the notion of location hier-

archy. The adaptive scheme proposed in this work can be

implemented both with and without regional servers. In the latter

case, the scheme can in fact be integrated into tbe current mobile in-
temetworking framework being considered.

5.4 Mobility Models

When the MH decides to move out of a big node, the next

node it visits is determined by the mobility model. Three mobility
models, which derive their characteristics from different user pro-

files, have been selected to evaluate the performance of the location
management strategies. They are the Traveling Salesman Model,

the Pop-up Model and the Boring Professor Model.

The traveling salesman mobility model characterizes users

who have a epicenter in their movement pattern, i.e. they exhibit

zonal characteristics. The zone of movement is specified by the
number of hops or numhops, from the epicenter. When the MH

moves between big nodes, this parameter ensures that the MH will

move to only those nodes which are numhops hops away from the

aNet 4
~ Network node

~ Possible next moves

F@re 5.1: Traveling Salesman
Mobility Model

In figure 5.1, the current location of the MH is indicated as
a shaded node (Net 1). Let Exp(meansmallstay) be the exponential

time with mean given by meansmallstay and Exp(meanbigstay) be
the exponential time generated with mean given by meanbigstay.
The MH stays witbin the same sub-node until Exp(meansmallstay)

expires. Then it moves to a different sub-node within the same big
node. On expiry of Exp(meanbigskzy), the MH moves to a new big

node. Assuming that Net 1 is the epicenter for the MH and numhops
= 1, the MH can choose to move to Net2 or Net3 or Net5 (Net4 is

not a possibility since it is 2 hops, not 1 hop, away from the epicen-

ter). The choice of the next node is made at random.

It has been pointed out in previous work, [ 10], that most In-
temet users tend to have a relatively unchanging mobility behavior,
which is closely related to the environment of the Intemet user.
Once this characteristic is recognized in a user profile, location
management not only becomes easier but also more efficient. The

boring professor model makes use of this characteristic. Without
loss of generality, we can say that a professor has a chosen few lo-
cations that he visits more often than others, such as his campus

node and his home node (which could also be the same node). For

the purposes of simulation, we assumed that the nodes are one hop

away from each other. In figure 5.2, the amount of time the MH

stays in the home and campus nodes is taken to be normally distrib-

uted with mean given by meanhomestay and meancampstay, ]re-

spectively, and standard deviation (s.d.) of 2 hours. To imitate
departure from the schedule of home and work, the MH decides to

~lWworknode ~

_ Possible next moves

Figure 5.2: Boring Professor
Mobility Model

roam to a different node when time given by Exp(meanroamsta,y)

expires. This models the conferences or meetings the professor may
attend. Although the model uses a professor as an example, it can

be seen that most Intemet users follow a specific mobility pattern,
in terms of the locations they visit and the amount of time they

spend at each location,

T > Exp(meansmallstay) T > Exp(meanbigstay)

Possible epicenter

%
O .etworknode

— Possible next moves

Figure 5.3: Pop-up Mobility Model

The pop-up mobility model corresponds to the case when
the MH has a tendency to pop-up at different points in the network,
such that the new location has no relation to the previous movc-
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ments of the MH. This mobility model can be considered to be an
extension of the traveling salesman model, where the salesman af-
ter tiaveling in the neighborhood of one region (say, New York),

flies to a new region (say, Florida) and travels there. That is, in our
model illustrated in Figure 5.3, the MH after moving in one zone,

decides to pop-up in a different node in the network after an expo-

nentially distributed time, Exp(meanpopstay), with mean meanpop-
stay. (meanpopstay is greater than meanbigstay.)

6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The aim of the simulations is to analyze the effectiveness

of the adaptive scheme in the presence of different mobility models
and different numbers of sources, over a range of call-to-mobility
(C/M) ratios. The performance metrics for comparison of the vari-

ous schemes are the routing, update and total costs. We will discuss
these metrics for triangle, static update and adaptive location man-

agement schemes, for both hierarchical and non-hierarchical update

strategies. Although simulations were performed for many scenar-
ios, only a representative sample is reported here to illustrate the
general behavior of the various schemes. We have chosen to illus-
trate the results obtained for the traveling salesman model, since the

general property of the algorithm was found to remain the same.
Simulations have been performed using distance based cost mea-

sure and with minimum spanning tree for updates. We will discuss
the results for non-hierarchical updating in greater detail than the

hierarchical update strategy.

6.1 The Simulation Setting

As described in section 4, the adaptive scheme reduces the

overall cost of location management of an MH, by reducing the
costs on a per source basis. Therefore, it is appropriate to study the

behavior of this scheme in response to the changes in the C/M ratio
as observed for a single source (recall that in section 1, the C/M ra-

tio was defined in terms of a single source).

For the purposes of comparison, we assume that for the

static update scheme, the working set of the MH is known with

complete certainty apriori and this set never changes. Also, the
sources in static update scheme are assumed to have the location in-
formation at all times, i.e. they are not invalidated by the MH.

All sources generating connection requests are considered

to be part of the working set of the MH. The probability that a con-
nection is generated by sources in the main and transient set is taken
to be 0.7 and 0.2, respectively, leaving 1% of the connections to be
generated by the external set. However, when the transient set size
is zero, sources in the main set generate 100% of the connection re-

quests.

6.2 Behavior in a Uniform Cost Network

In order to isolate the effects of just the call-to-mobility ra-
tio on routing and update costs for various schemes, a uniform cost
network is considered. In this network, the cost of the path between
every pair of nodes is set to 100. This ensures that the cost results
obtained will reflect precisely the number of searches and updates
performed by each scheme, because each of these have the same
cost, regardless of the location of the MH and the sources relative
to each other.

Graphs 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show the average routing, update
and total costs, respectively, incurred in the uniform cost network,
using the traveling salesman mobility model, when a total of-5
sources (all in the main set) generate connection requests for the

MH. In these graphs, the X-axis indicates the C/M ratio per source
and the Y-axis indicates the average cost. The significance of the
trade-offs in location management can be clearly seen. In Graph

6.1, the routing costs are highest for the triangle routing scheme and
zero for the static update scheme. The average routing cost is con-

stant for the triangle scheme, since every connection request results

in a search directed to the HA, and all incur the same cost. For the
adaptive scheme, the average routing cost decreases with the C/M
ratio, indicating that each source gets updated quickly of the MH’s

location, avoiding redundant routing costs. A point to mention is
that the routing costs for triangle routing is 80 and not 100. This is

because the HA of the MH is chosen to be one of the sources in the

main set (and routing costs for comections originating at the HA is

zero).

Now, looking at the average update costs (Graph 6.2), the

triangle and static schemes incur constant overheads for every up-

date, since the number of sources updated is 1 and 5, respectively,
for each update. The adaptive scheme, on the other hand, behaves
like the triangle routing scheme at low C/M ratios and like the static
scheme at high CJM ratios, as expected. The average update costs
for the adaptive scheme are low at low C/M ratios because the
scheme tends to update only the HA and not other sources. At high

C/M ratios, however, many other sources get into the update set of

the MH and hence the cost per update increases.

Finally, the average total cost of location management,

amortized over all the updates and searches, is shown in Graph 6.3.

Here, the adaptivity of the proposed scheme is clearly seen. In the
region where the update costs tend to dominate (i.e., at low CIM ra-

tios), the adaptive scheme performs much like the triangle routing
scheme, and where the routing costs are high, the scheme mimics
the static update scheme. It is also clear that neither the triangle
scheme nor the static update scheme are efficient over the range of

CJM ratios.

6.3 Behavior in an Actual Cost Network

In the actual cost network scenario, the links of the 68-

node network are assigned costs that represent the geographical dis-

tance between the nodes. One difficulty with the actual cost net-
work is the wide disparity in costs between nodes. This disparity

tends to blur the effect of C/M ratio on the performance of the var-
ious schemes. For instance, a source maybe close to an MH but far

away from the HA. In this case, the routing costs are high and up-
date costs are low. Therefore, even at low C/M ratios, it becomes
profitable to include the source in the update set of the MH. Placing
the MH and the sources in different nodes usually only results in

different values for costs, without change in the behavior of the al-

gorithm. This effect is seen in Graph 6.4 where the average total
cost for the triangle routing scheme is greater than the adaptive

scheme at low C/M. Leaving aside this factor, it can be seen that the
essential performance of each scheme is similar to that in the uni-
form cost network. It is clear that the adaptive scheme continues to
adapt to varying C/M.

Graph 6.5 illustrates the average total cost for the boring
professor mobility model with 5 nodes in the main set. To recall,
this model allows the MH to move larger distances in the long run
than the salesman model, which had a hop limit of 1. As such, it
somewhat mimics the salesman model with a hop limit of 1. The be-
havior of the location schemes as seen in Graph 6.5 is identical to
that observed previously. The adaptive scheme sticks to the best of

static and triangle schemes. In Graphs 6.4 and 6.5, at higher C/M
ratios, the adaptive and static schemes show a significant reduction
in cost as compared to the triangle routing scheme.
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Graph 6.1: Av. Search Cost (Salesman, No hierarchy, MS=5, TS=O)
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Graph 6.2: Av. Update Cost (Salesman, No hierarchy, MS=5, TS=O)
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Graph 6.3: Av. Total Cost (Salesman, No hierarchy, MS=5, TS=O)
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Graph 6.4: Av. Total COst (Sal esman, N o hierarchy, MS=5, TS=iJ
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Graph 6.5: Av. Total Cost (Prof., No hierarchy, MS=5, TS=O)
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Graph 6.7: Av. Total Cost (Salesman, No hierarchy, MS=5, TS=1O)
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Graph 6.8: Av. Total Cost (Salesman, Hierarchy, MS=5, TS=1O)
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The pop-up mobility model turns out to be the one that
causes the three location management schemes to perform unpre-
dictably. Graph 6.6 gives the average total cost for this model plot-
ted against the average C/M ratio. While on the surface the
performance of the three schemes are similar to that seen before,

there are noticeable discontinuities in the manner in which the cost
changes with the CfM ratio. Under the pop-up model, the MH

leaves one big node and pops up in a remote node, thus completely
changing the cost protile of searches and updates. This seems to af-
fect the overall costs of the various schemes for the pop-up mobility
model.

The effect of the number of sources on the behavior of the
various schemes is shown in Graph 6.7. This graph depicts the av-
erage total cost as a function of the average CM4 ratio. Of the total

number of sources generating connection requests, 5 belong to the
main set and 10 belong to the transient set. Sources belonging to the
external set also generate requests in order to simulate the stray con-
nection requests that a user might receive. It is clear from the result
that regardless of the number of sources, the behavior of the adap-

tive algorithm is governed primarily by the C/M ratio of an individ-
ual source. It should be noted that in Graph 6.7, the C/M ratio

shown has been approximated from the overall observed C/M ratio
using weighted averaging. Recalling that 70% of the connections
are generated from the 5 nodes in the main set, 20% of the connec-
tions are generated from the 10 nodes in the transient set and the re-
maining 10% are generated by the rest of the nodes, the overall C/
M ratio is divided by 10.8 to get the average C/M ratio.
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6A Hierarchical Location Management

When a location hierarchy is introduced, it benefits both

static and adaptive schemes tremendously. For these schemes, it is

as if the effective call-to-mobility has been lowered significantly.
This is a result of slow movement across regions, i.e., the MH stays

for a longer time within a big node, as opposed to a sub-node. So,

with a hierarchy, these schemes tend to update sources in their up-

date sets less frequently. Also, when the MH is within a big node,

the connection set-up frequency need not be too high for a source

to be included in the MHs update set. Thus, it was seen that all the
sources in the working set get included in the MH’s update set, for

the adaptive scheme, resulting in low routing costs. Graph 6.8 il-

lustrates exactly this phenomenon for the traveling salesman mobil-
ity model. Here, while the actual C/M ratio varies from O to 1, a

majority of the moves are intra-region (i.e., within a big node) and

result in no updates. This is true for all schemes, including triangle
routing, but sources under triangle routing incur a lot of overhead

due to redundant searches. Similar performance was observed for
other mobility models.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The concept of a working set of hosts is developed for mo-

bile hosts. Based on this concept, an adaptive scheme for location

management is proposed, that enables an MH to dynamically gen-
erate its working set and trade-off routing and update costs in order

to reduce the total costs of location management. Comparative

analysis of triangle routing, static update and adaptive schemes

shows that neither the triangle routing scheme nor the static update
scheme performs well over a range of C/M ratios. The adaptive

scheme, on the other hand, is shown to adapt better to varying cant-
o-mobility ratios and varying mobility patterns of the user. The be-

havior of this scheme is governed mainly by the C/M ratio for indi-
vidual sources and not by the size of the working set. The uniform

cost network clearly highlighted the adaptivity of this scheme,
while in the actual cost network, the overheads were influenced by

the location of the sources and the MH in the network and hence the

path costs. It is also seen that the performance of the adaptive
scheme is not affected by the number of sources in the working set.

Two update schemes, based on hierarchical structure of the network
are also considered. It is concluded that the static update and the

adaptive scheme benefit a lot from a hierarchical organization of

the location servers, especially when the cost of updating a regional
server is insignificant.
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